LIMITED WARRANTY

DESCRIPTION

STRAIT-FLEX INTERNATIONAL, INC. gives the following comprehensive warranties of Strait-Flex
products when installed properly per Strait-Flex’s specifications in a sound structure on a permanent
foundation.rial is very stable with temperature changes and is flexible while maintaining it’s rigidity
when wet.

TAPES AND TRIMS

EDGE CRACKS AND FLANGE DEFORMATIONS
Up to $1,000 per 1000 square foot of floor space per structure. For example, a 2,500 square foot
house will have a $2,500 guarantee against edge cracks or flange deformations. STRAIT-FLEX
products will not edge crack and deform along the flange. Edge cracks are defined as a cracks in the
joint compound that covers the drywall corner along the two long edges of the drywall corner. Flange
deformations are defined as corner beads popping and forcing the dried joint compound out but not
cracking if caused from a PVC flange in a paper faced composite tape. Strait-Flex products withstand
reasonable forces that cause edge cracking and flange deformation: shrinking lumber and settling
structures are the most common. Warranty does not apply to impacts.th holes promote quicker
drying time and easy detection of voids or air pockets behind tape.

TOOLS

Strait-Flex warrants its tools against defects in material and workmanship for a period of three years
from the date of purchase. Strait-Flex International, Inc. will replace with a comparable or superior
unit.here structural movement may occur. Contact Strait-Flex International Inc for complete details.

X-CRACK

FOREVER GUARANTEE
Strait-Flex International, Inc. warrants its Strait-Flex X-Crack against ceiling cracks for the lifetime of
the structure up to $1,000 per 1000 square foot of floor space per structure. X-Crack guarantees no
cracks in ceiling applications when X-Crack is installed in conjuncture with Mid-Flex and Wide-Flex.
mooth surface removing excess compound from center groove with angled sanding sponge.

GENERAL
PROVISIONS

EXCEPTIONS TO WARRANTY
1. All Strait-Flex products must be installed in strict accordance with the Strait-Flex’s
manufacturer’s specifications.
2. Structure must be built according to applicable building codes.
3. Structure must be built in a sound structure on a permanent foundation.
4. Warranty applies for a period of three years after actual completion of all work.

Strait-Flex International, Inc. will match any manufacturer’s warranty
on a similar product.

PROFESSIONAL GRADE

